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When it comes to experiencing the most powerful 3D technology in your own home, look no further
than the extensive LG 3D Cinema range.

Here we focus on the LG D2342P Monitor, which allows you to enjoy 3D quality which rivals that of
the movies.

Key Features

The Cinema 3D range from LG offers a wide range of features, here we focus on a small selection
which can make your 3D viewing experience a better one:

-	Certified Flicker-Free

-	Crosstalk Free

-	Battery-Free Glasses

-	Electronic Waves Free

-	Ultimate 3D Brightness

Certified Flicker-Free

No more dizziness, nausea, or discomfort. LG's CINEMA 3D technology eliminates flickering
shutters from glasses, allowing you to freely indulge in 3D images for an extended period of time
without dizziness or weariness.

Crosstalk-free

It is not only LGâ€™s 3D technology that enables the glasses to eliminate flickering images; with their
Next Generation 3D panel providing clearer, blur-free image you, your friend and family are able to
enjoy the ultimate viewing experience with no overlapping images or dizziness that are sometimes
linked to 3D technology.

Battery-Free

LG's glasses weigh only 16 grams - almost half the weight of conventional 3D glasses.

The battery-free feature provides comfort for users and moreover, unlike conventional 3D glasses,
there is no need of recharging the glasses every time they are used.

Electron Waves Free

As the 3D glasses are battery-free, they generate no harmful electron waves, thus providing a
convenient environment for users to enjoy 3D contents for as long as they want.

Ultimate 3D Brightness
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More than two times brighter than other conventional 3D monitors, the Cinema 3Dâ„¢ TV uses LGâ€™s
3D technology, which provides you with brighter and clearer images.

This technology is able to counteract any dimness that can occur within 3D images through a
special, thin film that covers the screen.

In addition, the 3D monitors also produce exceptionally clear and vivid images in 2D.
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